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Students with personal-social/problems report seeking
help ff= friends and relatives first, as coMPared to faculty,
clergy, and counseling centers. To investigate the subsequent -,.,..,,

referrals friends'might pplovide, 28 college/freshmen, 14 male and 14
female, rated 16 problem descriptions on a/0-9 point scalb according
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to-the likelihood that they would send th it friend to each of seven
potential help-giving sourcesr'i.e., dean, couneelinq center,
chaplain, friend', parent, facultymember or themselves. The problems
were varied according to severity, history, and

..

immediacy. Ap
analysis of the results showed that students could distinguish among
problems, althoUgh no one characteristic was of singular importance.
More serious problems did lead to a greater likeiihood ot
.recommending the college counseling benter and the chaplain. Subjects
rated themselves and other friends cOwsistently high across problem
types, except, for 'the most severe p,ioblems. The dean and faculty were
rated consistinely'low except for less severe,' recent past, or

,-- recurrent problems. Parents and the chaplain'received their highest '

ratings for ongoing problems. Proeiders of counseling services may
need to educate students about the Seriousness of certain problems in
order to counteract studiAnts''tendencies to see themselves as
apprbpriate sources of help.m(Author/BL) ,
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Abstract

9

College` students with personal social problems repOrtseeking help from

friends, and relatives 'first; compared :' to-'facultyi .deans, clergy, agd
.counseling centers. Given this pattern, this stuffy explored the subsequent

referrals that those :friAds' migAt proViide. Three haracteristics of the
problems were systematically varied: sevefity re- or _leas); history
(initial 'episode or recurrent.) 4 arib imMegiaoY.(episoderesolved or ongoing. .
.14 male and 14 femalefrpshmen read .16 'problem Aesdriptions and rotted

stories from 0. to 9 on,the likeliho0 that thpy would send.ethOn friend to-
each o'f' seven potential helpr.giVing sources. The results .indicated that
;students can didtinguish among'problemsparthough no one aharactprdstic was of
:singular importance. More serious probleins did lead to a>,grtater likelihood

' of recommending the- college counseling center: and the'. chaplain compared; to

. less serious problems. cSubjects rated themselves and other' friends

consistently high across problem types,.except fOrtthe most severe prAleMq.,
The dean and faculty were rated consistently low except for less severe;
recent mt,..recurrent problems. Parents and the chaplain reived their
highest ratings. for ongoing problems. :,Providers of psyChological services .

may need Ofeducate students as to the seriousnesk of' 'pertain problems in

order tp' counteract the students' tendencies to see themselves as appropriate
..sources Of help..
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So. You Think You' $e GA'Troublesq-.
,College Students' ReferralS for Friends

With Various.PerSonal Problems
. .

When college: students need help, they differentiate between

educetional-voaationaI.and personal' problems when.. choosing -a help-giving

source For educational-vooational problems, students. report that they would

go fifst to College- provided, services such as faculty MeMbers or counseling

centers (Christensen & Magoon, 1974; Snyder; & Derksen, 1974; Webster

s;'Fretz, 1978). On the other hand; for personal -social-problems,.dollege.

students overwhelmingly report that friends and relatives are their first

choices with trUlty .and clergy as.,1:at 'choices (Chrilstensen & Magoon, 1974;

Snyder, Hill, & Derkseh, 1974,, Webster & Fretz; . 1978). ,College counseling

centers typically .fall in the middle of the rankings, ;Students who visit

dbunseling centers'repart cOntacting up to 6 or 7 other sources of help. first

(ChrOtensen, Biek; Brooks, & Sedlacek, 1976). A.simila pattern of results

appears when students indicate the appr teness of various sources of help

for specific 'problems. Academic rgUtin vocational problems ar ranked as

most appropriate for a counseling center, whereas personal probl are:ranked

third or least appropriate (Resnick4 Oelso, 1971; .Strong, Hendel .& Bretton,.

1971; WilcoveSt,Sharp 1971). .

-

Given that students referring themselt,es for hell; with personal. problemS-

will aikelf turn to friends first, itds dmportant,to explore the subsequent

referrals that those-friends. will provide. Only one study has asked students ..

to rate the appropriatehess' of various helpers for hypothetical prdblems of

their friends or fellow students (Utz & Bergman, 1978). In Contrast to the

self-reN-ral pattern .,here faMilyand friends were rated as more appropriate
than college services for personal problems, students in the Utz tand-Bergman,'

study ranked psychological' services as.-more'appropriate. than friends-for two ,

personal problems (mood swings and apathy-suicide) and as equally).appropriate
asfriendSifor alcoholism and disoomfort with the opposite. sex.

.

BecauSe the four problems posed by Utz and Bergman did not systematically

vary the oharacteristicspf the'problems, it' is not clear what accounted for

the differential rankings of the.belp4giving.souroes. The Major.purpOse of

the present study, therefore, was to iSolate factor6 whibh might predict

referral .suggestions..° Based. ..on 'interviews with two counseling ce0er
Osycbolc-gists, a dean students,: and achaplaill, three, problem factors were

identified: ,history of the problem (whether this is the initial occurrence or
oc# is recurrent),. severity of the problem (less or more severe), and immediacy
,(whether the, problem appears resolved for' the time being or is Currently

happening).
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Freshmen (1.4 male, 14 female), at B all liberal-arti. college react -16

problem descriptions. Freshmen were selected because' -previousresearch
i,Vdicated they. were more likely to choose parents over Mends for unspecified
personal problems (Christensen & Magoon, 1974; Webster & Fretzj19.78) Seven
potential help-giving-Sources were-listed under each problem. .Subjects rated,-

the likelihood, on e scale frOm 0 to'49, that they would send their friend to
this source for the particular problem. Problems varied bn 'three' diMensions,.
with two levels of each. Severity orthe problem was defined according to the
content. Of the .story. Less. severe ,problems included.. feeling blue, having
religious doubts, arguing witty"' parents, arguing with roommates, - being

pressured by friend8 to spend more time involved 'in organilational
being left 'out,tof. an activity: by friends, having an identity crisis, and
facing the imminent death If a grandparent. More severe :problemS included
parents divOrcing, being addicted to drugs, ;drinking too he9vily,'.

uncontrollable crying, anxiety about homosexual feelingS, feeling suicidal)

:having mood swings, and arguing with a fiance. vHistory of the probleM was
operationally defined as "initial" if this was. the first episode or .as

"recurrent" if it had happened before. Immediack of the...problem was defined
-es "recent pest!' if the problem was apparently reSolVed but the person was
worrying,about,it recurring in the future. It was defined as "on-going" if it
had not yet been resolved. Two stories were constructed' for. each level of the
3 problem dimensions. Table 1 illustrates the specific stories' associated

with each problem type. ,

, The seven potential help- giving sources were a dean of students, a,

counseling center, a Chaplain,: a friend, a parent, a faculty memberj1kor the
subjects, hemselves. S6bjects were instructed to rate'the'general_source and

, not to ,Mink of a particular person who may or may not be:seen as competent.
Stories were identical for male and female subjects except that ,the ,prono
referring to the friend were thatched to'the sex of the subject.

. ,

ReSults

-,,
g a

The ratings indicating the likelihood that the dUbject mould semi their
friend,to a particular source were analyzed . in a 2 (sex of subject) X 2
(History)-X-2 (Severity) X,2 (immediacy) X 7 (Source' of help).ANOVA:. Sex was p`'

the only between subject factor, and it.was the only factor which was not,
significant in effect. Consequently, it will not be considered further.

w
.

A11 possible 2-, 3-, and 4-way interactionp.swere significant. The main

effects of immediacy and. source were also signifiCant. Table 1 below

indicates6themeans associated with the 4-way interaction. Also indicated in

/. Table 1 ere the significantly different means associated with the sources of
help at each of the 8 problem combinations. For these comparisOns, a .mean

difference of at least 2.5.was needed. As has been found in previous studies,
faculty members and,the dean of students are the least favOred sources of help
for,personal problems. Where arscore of 0 represents "Wouldn't recommend this
source at all" and a score of)9 represents "Definitely would recommend this
source," the faculty and dean averaged 3,4 and 2.8 respectively. All 'other ,

sources ranged from 5.9 to 6.8. The generaLtrend is for the dean and faculty
to be 'tignificantly kpwer than parent, sea, and friend across most problem
types and to bed significantly lower'than the chaplain and' Counseling' center

A.
.
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for the more severe pnotl
significantly different,
sources except for one pro
intermediate ratings, gen
the more severe prob
faculty.

''

t, 6t404.forparenWself, and friend were never
and the chaplain did ma differ from theseAhree
lem4516 The counseling center, by being aSsig4ed,
allrcrid'not differ from other sources except at

s Where;it' wasls.ignificantly higher ;than the dean and
, %

, -1:- A

Table 2,contairis the same mean values as Table :.1,, but it4 indicates:

significant differences associated with ,:the probleM types, for, each of the

seven sciurcet of help. For these comparisons, a mean difference had,to be at

least 1.1 to be Significant. AcroSs problem types, thqfaculty and dean
received a similar rating pattern. StudentgAeport they ark moretlikely to'

recommend these two sources when the'problem.is lgss severe, recent paSt, but
recurrent. They are less likely to recoMmend these two sourceS when the

problem is either of minimal importance (less severe, recent past,iinitial
episode) or.of maximal imprtance (more severe, on-going, recurrent).

*1 9 ).

g for the counseling center occurred for the,problems of

wever, subjects appeared to- repognize when problems were
the center's rating when at least two out of 'the three

suggests that Subjects recognized psychologipal
more seyer, recurrent, on-goinCproblems.

The lowest rati
,least importance.
serious by increasin

- factors were serious. This
service's were appropriate for

The chaplain and parel
P

received their highest ratings when the problem

was on-going (at both severity levels if initial, and at less, severe if

Tom-- recurrent)
,

Finally, ratings for other friends (i.e., referring the. friend -with a

problem to yet another fl-iend) and for self. (i.e., handling the'trehd'S
problem oneself) Sm4re similar. All problems were seen as appropeiate (6r,
friends andOelf except at the most important level. Ratings ranged from 6.44

. to 7:t fora llipl'oblems except the most serious, reclirrent;, on-gotn-

when the ratings drop "to 5,4 (friend) and 5.7' (self).. ,

Ditcussion
n.

,

From the differential rating.patternS,, it is' apparent that stud is 'can,

distinguish among problem types,%although'noone;factor '(severity, i ediacy;

or history)) is of overriding impoptance4 ,froM:lthe practical stan point- of

"letting stddents to refer their friends-to -prOVided,resources such, as

a chaplairi.or a'counSeling center, At is Ohcoureging,t6 note that the more
serious' led to a greater likelihoodof.reCommendipg those, sources.

Oh the other hand, subjects apparentlyl)elle7 themselves and their friends ,

'equally capable . of, handling most problem SubjectS rated themselVes and
other friendS consistently high across prob Cm tYpes. For the fide most

serious problem combinations, ratings, frelf were not Sighificantlyjower
than ratings:for.the counseling center or 41ain./'The stories corresponding
to these:problems'fncluded heavy drinking"drug usage, mood 4swings., suidide

feelingsuncontrollable crying, .and. hOmosexUa feelings. It is suggested

that providers of psychological services.(May needto,.educate .qtYdChts, as to

the .seriousness of :certain problems'. in order-to counWect students'

tendencies tftsee thebselves as,'approppiate sOurCepf,Of help..
- ,,
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Table 1, Averag, rating.of the likellhOod h source would be recommended to a friend with.a particular problem,

,- Ratings ranged 'from 0,.= Not recomitnd at all to 9 = Definitely recommend.

Sou'rce of help

Dean of Students '

.Faculty Member

PROBLEM TYPES'

Severity: Less severe More severe

Immediacy: Refent past .' On-going . Recent past On-going

History: Initial, 'Recurrent Ini;ial Recurrent init al .Acurrent Recurrent
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Average rating of the likelihood a source would be recommended tO a friend with a particular problem.

Ratings ranged from 0 = Not recommend at all to 9 Oefinitely recommend. .1

If help

Students

Member

ng Center

PRO} LEM 1YPES .

Severity: Less severe More severe
,

Immediacy: Recent past On -going , Recent east On-going
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